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ABSTRACT

The dependence on Internet in our daily life is ever-growing, which provides opportunity 
to discover valuable and subjective information using advanced techniques such as natural 
language processing and artificial intelligence. In this chapter, the research focus is a 
convolutional neural network for three-class (positive, neutral, and negative) cross-domain 
sentiment analysis. The model is enhanced in two-fold. First, a similarity label method 
facilitates the management between the source and target domains to generate more labelled 
data. Second, term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) and latent semantic 
indexing (LSI) are employed to compute the similarity between source and target domains. 
Performance evaluation is conducted using three datasets, beauty reviews, toys reviews, 
and phone reviews. The proposed method enhances the accuracy by 4.3-7.6% and reduces 
the training time by 50%. The limitations of the research work have been discussed, which 
serve as the rationales of future research directions.
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An Improved Cross-Domain Sentiment Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION

Internet has become one of the most important tools in our daily life, with the ever-
increasing penetration rate. It exceeded 60% this year according to Statista (Statista, 
2021). The use of Internet relies more heavily on smartphones compared with 
computers attributable to the mobility and weight. During pandemic (COVID-19), we 
have witnessed the escalation of the penetration rate of internet for leisure and online 
shopping to maintain social-distancing and prevent the outbreak of the pandemic 
(Chang, & Meyerhoefer, 2021). More and more users begin to use online services, 
whom tend to read and share review comments on products. Before adding the items 
into shopping bag, it is often for one to consider the following criteria (i) review 
comments from other buyers; (ii) reputation of sellers; and (iii) price and quality. 
Particularly, the review comments contain complex and valuable information which 
can be effectively analysed via natural language processing (NLP) and artificial 
intelligence (AI). The research topic is known as sentiment analysis.

The contents can be generally categorized into 3-class, positive, neutral, and 
negative. In addition, multiple sources, as cross domains could be considered to 
enhance the analysis. In this chapter, the formulation tackles with 3-class cross-
domain sentiment analysis.

1.1 Literature Review

Companies have realized that user-generated contents are useful. However, proper 
algorithms are needed to be implemented for the analysis. Sentiment analysis 
has recently received attention which drives various research groups to conduct 
systematic literature review (Do, Prasad, Maag, & Alsadoon, 2019; Hajiali, 2020; 
Yadav, & Vishwakarma, 2020). The focus of this chapter is sentiment analysis for 
product review.

Two network architectures were proposed for the 2-class (positive and negative) 
sentiment analysis of Amazon reviews (Zhao et al., 2017). The first architecture 
was constructed by weakly-supervised deep embedding (WDE) and convolutional 
neural network (CNN) whereas the second merged WDE and long short-term 
memory (LSTM). Performance evaluation was carried out based on the dataset 
containing 12k strong labeled and 1.1 million weak labeled reviews. The WDE-
LSTM architecture slightly outperforms the WDE-CNN architecture. Both of them 
increase the accuracy by 3.4-21.7% compared with 11 existing approaches such as 
CNN-weak, CNN-rand11m, CNN-rand, sentiment-specific word embedding, Naive 
Bayes enhanced support vector machine, support vector machine, and Lexicon.

More than 14k 2-class reviews for 27 airlines were analyzed using word count 
analysis, frequency analysis, and topic modeling (Kwon, Ban, Jun, & Kim, 2021). 
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